
2016 RCA Convention 

“Healing Together As Couple” 

RCA Convention 2016 in Atlanta  

5 weeks away 

The convention is just a short 5 weeks away as I 
am writing this. Where has the time gone? We 
wanted to share a few key items as we are 
getting close to the convention. If you have not  
yet registered it is not too late. The full price 
has now increased to $464 for all meals. 
Saturday breakfast is included with your 
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registration and Sunday breakfast is included if you are staying at the hotel. 

The deadline for hotel reservations is July 21 just 11 days away as I am writing 
this: 

• Marriott hotel(s) offering your special group rate: Atlanta Marriott Perimeter Center 
 for 99.00 USD  per night 

• Book your group rate for Recovering Couples Anonymous 2016 International 
Convention 

Also here are the meals: 
1. Friday lunch 
Flank Steak, Seasonal Vegetables, and Mashed potatoes (Salad, Dessert, Coffee and 
Ice Tea)  
2. Saturday lunch 
Chicken Breast Jus, Seasonal Vegetables and Rice Pilaf for   $28.00 per person and 
$37.15 including tax and service charge     (This will also include salad, dessert, 
Coffee & Ice Tea)  
3.  Saturday Dinner 
Bistro Steak - Saturday Dinner - Salad, Dessert, Coffee and Ice Tea Seasonal 
vegetables and Potatoes 

For those that arrive Thursday: We are planning on an early dinner at Seasons 52 and 
then an RCA meeting with the topic being Step 0 (i.e. what brought us to RCA and to 
Step 1). Please let us know as we have plans to arrange transportation and also to let 
the restaurant know the numbers of our reservation. 
For those arriving Friday night: We suggest a few restaurants including Maggiano’s 
which has some great “Happy Hour” deals for an early dinner. These restaurants are n 
the free shuttle area of the hotel.  
For those staying around Sunday post convention: We are planning a tour of 
plantation homes in Roswell just a few miles North of the hotel. Tickets will be at cost. In 
addition, if there is enough interest we will have lunch delivered to the hotel from 
Atlanta Bread company so that you can eat it on the way to the homes. The tours begin 
at 1 p.m. on Sunday.  Food options will be provided. The lunches are all around $10 so 
let us know what you want ahead of time.. You can browse their menu but the prices for 
delivery are slightly higher please inquire. 
http://www.atlantabreaddunwoody.com/menu.aspx. 

http://www.atlantabreaddunwoody.com/menu.aspx


The tour will be of three homes (Barrington, Bulloch and Smith). Please let us know if 
you need transportation ahead of time as we can rent a van or two. The vans are about 
$120 for the day and we will need those using them to pitch in on the cost. If you are 
willing to drive one of the vans, please let us know. The price for all 3 homes is $18 per 
person. We can also then tour the Roswell Mill that has a covered pedestrian bridge 
and a beautiful waterfall along with some Civil War history.  

Historic Roswell Tours | Roswell, Georgia 



   Seventh Tradition (Q1)

GSN		62040 $160.00

GSN	45060 $200.00

Walnut	Creek $300.00

GSN	53060 $72.00

GSN	99033 $40.00

GSN	60015 $50.00

GSN	89038 $180.00

GSN	89025	 $100.00

GSN	99025 $50.00

Santa	Clarita	 $25.00

Winter	Park/Orlando $90.00

GSN	63015	 $92.00

	GSN	89026 $100.00

Boise	Tues.	Night	Group	 $10.00

Cleveland	East	Group $140.00

Green	Valley	RCA $75.00

GSN	83020	 $300.00

Santa	Clarita $150.00

GSN	43020 $100.00

Lakeshore	RCA $200.00

La	Canada	Special	Focus	 $190.00

GSN	99025	 $50.00

A	Vision	For	You	 $390.00

GSN	83032		 $159.75

Boise	Tues.	Night	Group $10.00

Individual	DonaSons $955.00

Total $4188.75

RCA needs YOU ! 

Hand in Hand  
We want to make the Hand in Hand a relevant 
publication in which we can share our 
experience, strength and hope with the wider 
RCA community. We are always looking for 
RCA couples to help with writing articles. 
Please submit them to: articles@recovering-
couples.org 

Daily Reader 
We are looking for submissions for the Daily 
Reader. This will be a Daily Meditation Book 
for RCA couples. Please send your ideas to: 
DailyReader@recovering-couples.org 

Website Team needs your help 
Why not offer some of your time ? You do not 
need to be a Rocket Scientist ! We need 
people who know Facebook, Twitter and 
other social media tools that can help us get 
the word out. We are also looking for people 
who are willing to review the Website with an 
eye to format and content. 

Even if you are unable to join the team, if you 
have ideas on how RCA can improve the 
Website please drop us a line on web-
team@recovering-couples.org. 

Looking forward to hear from you !

Important: 
New Address: 
PO BOX for 7th Tradition 
712 Bancroft Road 
Suite 299 
Walnut Creek, CA 94598, USA

Thank you !

mailto:articles@recovering-couples.org
mailto:DailyReader@recovering-couples.org
mailto:web-team@recovering-couples.org
mailto:articles@recovering-couples.org
mailto:DailyReader@recovering-couples.org
mailto:web-team@recovering-couples.org


Series on Tools of Recovery   

No. 4: Listening and Communication 

“We set aside a time each day for hearing each other's 
comments, feelings, and gratitude. Before accepting any major couple 
commitments in our relationship, we consult and listen to our Higher Power for 
guidance”. 

When our coupleship is triggered into trauma, we do not want to share, 
communicate or listen to each other. We then spiral down into a familiar place 
that feels dark, hopeless and lonely. How incredibly hard it becomes to claw our 
way out of those places and those feelings and take risks for the coupleship.  At 
times  we would rather have pulled teeth than to face one another YET…. 

Through RCA, the fellowship and sponsorship we have been shown how the 
tools works. This particular tool of listening and communicating has been a 
daily practice that has helped to transform our coupleship. There can still be 
days when we do not do a daily share but for the most part it is now habit part 
of our lives. The day does not feel complete unless we have shared our feelings, 
thoughts and comments and then heard our partner’s feelings, thoughts and 
comments as well. Because this tool is one we use daily, rather then just when in 
crisis, it has helped us recover and step towards greater intimacy. It has been so 
vital to our recovery that when we sponsor other couples, we always ask first if 
they do this daily share. If it is not an integral part of their lives, we ask that they 
try it. It is amazing to see how much it can transform. It is not always easy. Not 
always easy to hear our partner or to listen well. Not always easy to share our 
own truth in all its entirety but then we are reminded that that is how we 
recover, with honesty, openness and willingness. One day at a Time.  



 

 

Some RCA Links to our Website 
- much more to explore ! 
Creating a Couple Login Click here

Safety Guidelines Click here

Couples Daily Reflections Click here

Retreats and Events Click Here

The Promises Click Here

The Twelve Steps Click Here

The Twelve Traditions Click here

http://www.recovering-couples.org/couples-resources/group-contacts#
http://www.recovering-couples.org/couples-resources/safety-guidelines
http://www.recovering-couples.org/couples-resources/daily-reflections
http://www.recovering-couples.org/group-resources-85158/retreat-registry
http://www.recovering-couples.org/about-us/a-vision-for-two
http://www.recovering-couples.org/about-us/12-steps
http://www.recovering-couples.org/about-us/12-traditions


Reader’s Submissions  
Many Thanks !  
(We are in need of submissions) 

(1) 12 STEP PROMISES 

The Hand in Hand Committee decided to leave this submission in - we just love it ! 

If we willingly surrender ourselves to the spiritual discipline of The 12 Steps 
and follow its guidelines, our lives will be transformed.  By attending meetings 
regularly, reading literature, regularly talking with another, trying to follow the 

12 Steps in our lives and sharing our experience, strength and hope with 
others, we’ll definitely see our progress and increased serenity. 

  
1. We will become mature, responsible individuals with a great capacity for joy, 
fulfilment, and wonder.   We will be happy with our abilities and outlook as our 
spirituality grows and our understanding of our God reveals all that is being done for 
us.  
2. We will discover that we are both, worthy of love and loving. We will love others 
without losing ourselves, and will learn to accept love in return. 
3. Our sight, once clouded and confused, will clear and we will be able to perceive 
reality and recognise truth. 
4. Courage and fellowship will replace fear. We will be able to risk failure to develop 
new hidden talents.  
5.  Our lives, no matter how battered and degraded, will yield hope to share with 
others. 
6. We will begin to feel and will come to know the vastness of our emotions, but will 
not be slaves to them. 
7.  Our secrets will no longer bind us in shame. 



8. As we gain the ability to forgive our families, the world, and ourselves our choices 
will expand. 
9.  With dignity we will stand for ourselves, but not against our fellows. 
10. Serenity and peace will have meaning for us, as we allow our lives and the lives of 
those we love to flow day by day with God’s ease, balance, and grace.    
11. No longer terrified, we will discover we are free to delight in life’s paradox, mystery, 
and awe. 
12.  We will laugh more. 
13. Fear will be replaced by faith, and gratitude will come naturally as we realize that 
our Higher Power is doing for us what we cannot do for ourselves.    
  
Reflecting on these promises occasionally will reveal our ability to make our life joyful 
and allow others to do likewise.  We will be happy with our abilities and outlook as our 
spirituality grows and our understanding of our God reveals all that is being done for 
us.    

(2) LOVE 

 Love is a state of Being. 
Your love is not outside, it is deep within You! 
You can never lose it, and it can not leave You! 
   It is not dependent on some other body, 
            some external form.   -- Eckhart Tolle 

 



     Growing the Fellowship  

(1) If you are seeing a professional (counsellor, psychologist, 
psychiatrist…) in your community…… 

Let them know about RCA and how it is helping your coupleship. Bring posters, 
pamphlets and business cards. This kind of personal contact usually has more impact 
than a general mailing to professionals. Imagine the impact if every couple in recovery 
informed their counsellor or psychologist of the benefits of RCA. 

(2) Increase awareness with other 12 Step Fellowships.  

12-Stepping to grow the RCA fellowship is not for the faint-hearted any more than is 
couple recovery. Recruiting an individual to an individual program may be easier, but 
we are up for the challenge because…  Together we can !  

(3) Support Couples who want to start a new meeting. 

It is really surprising how many cities do not have an RCA meeting. You could start a 
meeting. Meeting Starter Kits are available on the website and there is support that is 
available from your Outreach Committee. A regular meeting time and place are good 
as is a lot of perseverance. It takes time for people to hear about the fellowship and for 
couples to make a decision. It is not about numbers; be grateful for the couples who 
do come and support them in whatever way you can. 

Start a new phone- in or virtual (face-to-face) Zoom, Skype or Freeconferencecall.com 
meeting. You could find out what is required to start this kind of meeting by getting in 
touch with members who have already done so. Zoom works well for face-to-face and 



c o s t s l e s s t h a n $ 1 0 / m o n t h f o r u p t o 2 5 c o n n e c t i o n s . S ky p e a n d 
Freeconferencecall.com are free. 

Encourage new members to become involved in service. Service is as simple as setting 
up the meeting room, chairing a meeting or, as couples become comfortable, to being 
the GCC. Let members know that service and recovery go hand in hand. Include an 
item in your meeting format that speaks to the value of becoming involved in 
coupleship service. 

(4) Increase the number of new groups in USA, Canada and 
Europe. 
Visiting a group when you’re traveling can ensure that your coupleship stays functional 
while on the road. Visiting a group can be like visiting family abroad. It gives you the 
opportunity to share ESH-you and they benefit too. See how other groups run their 
meeting to get ideas for your home group. 

Hand-in-Hand and E-News: encourage couples to subscribe on the website to both.  
This helps groups feel connected to the fellowship; this encourages them to browse 
the website which is chock-full of information Our literature is being translated into 
Spanish, Danish and German. 

(5) Create a List on how to retain new Couples. 

For a new or small group ask the couples to make a commitment to keep the group 
alive.  

• Create a commitment contract.  

• Have a Social Secretary - The group that plays together, stays together 

• Invite a speaker couple 

• Face-to-face Skype, Zoom and Phone-ins all work.  

• Chip in to provide child care  

• Help members sign up as couples on the website and encourage them to browse 
the website where there is a wealth of information 

For all of the above suggestions on Growing the Fellowship: 
Click here Goal & Objective for other ideas 

http://recovering-couples.org/docs/committees/gtf/Goal-Objective5.pdf


Click here RCA discussions  to contribute your idea 

RCA  Announcements 

(1) Improvement to the RCA Store 

The Web-Team is happy to share the following information about improvements made 
to the RCA store over the past few months.  We hope these improvements will help 
you enjoy shopping for your RCA Literature. 
Our Terms and conditions have changed.  In the Checkout phase,  please pay attention 
in step 5 to the Terms and Conditions.  You will need to check the “Terms and 
Conditions” box to proceed.  It may be helpful to read the information. 
One improvement is the elimination of purchases by check or money order.  All 
purchases from the RCA Store will now use the RCA PayPal Gateway.  The RCA PayPal 
Gateway will offer shoppers the choice of using either a PayPal account or Personal 
Credit or Debit Card for purchases from the RCA Store.   Another improvement is that 
all transactions will be in US Dollars to eliminate shipping costing errors.   

The PayPal Gateway converts all purchases to local currencies. The RCA PayPal Gateway 
will calculate and apply domestic and international shipping and applicable taxes to 
your purchase, as you can see on the left side of figure 1 above.  You have the option to 
login and pay with your PayPal account,  or Pay with an online bank account, debit or 
credit card, or PayPal Credit.  Simply select the link of your choice. (see the yellow 
arrows on the right side above) Your order confirmation will be emailed to the 

Figure 1

http://recovering-couples.org/couples-resources/fellowship-discussions-34732/209-growing-the-fellowship-discussions


registered email and relayed to RCA Shipping for processing.  We at the Web-Team 
hope these changes will improve your shopping experience at the RCA store. 

Thank you,  

RCA Web-Team 

(2) At the RCA convention in Georgia there will be help on 
how to navigate our RCA website ! 

Free help at the convention to learn how to navigate the RCA website like an 
expert! 

At the 2016 RCA international convention in Atlanta Georgia, we plan to have a 
computer station set up in an easily accessed common area where anyone who would 
like to learn how to register on the website or who would like to know more about 
navigating the website to utilize the resources will have technological help. Vicki is a 
computer tutor and will be offering her services to fellow RCA members who wish to 
get some help at the convention. Look for the location and time announcement at the 
convention. 

by Vicki  M irw Dick M, Palm Desert, CA 

(3) RCA Events and Retreats 
Please check the RCA website for additional events and retreats 

To all our friends in RCA, 

Following last year’s very successful retreat. We are delighted to let you know we 
have arranged for another RCA day retreat in the UK. The date is the 21st 
January 2017. 



The event is open to all UK RCA couples and, of course, our overseas friends are 
most welcome.  
We have an amazing venue and have booked the Ladywell Retreat and 
Spirituality Centre http://www.ladywellretreat.org.uk/home/  
 
We would like the retreat to have the same format as last year; a day of sharing, 
a lunch and a workshop. 
 
The cost will be £54.00/ couple and will include lunch, teas & coffees and full 
use of the facilities. We will be collecting the payment on the day. 

If any other couple would like to be invited, then please email 
mbrittain2011@gmail.com. 

We look forward to seeing you on the 21st January 2017. 
LIF  
Mark & Janice, Surrey, UK 

(3) A monthly Phone-in-Step Study - Spread the word !	
The Monthly Phone-in Step Study is a 2-hour long meeting held on the third Sunday of 
the month (except July and August) starting at 5 p.m. Eastern (2 p.m. Pacific: 3 p.m. 
Mountain: 4 p.m. Central). The meeting dial in is 1-605-562-3140 and the access code 
is 613557#.  
This is a closed meeting – for couples only.  

http://www.ladywellretreat.org.uk/home/%22%20%5Ct%20%22_blank
mailto:mbrittain2011@gmail.com


The Monthly Phone-in Step Study offers the solution of the 12 steps to 
• couples who are struggling in their relationships 
• couples who are entering a new relationship and want to make this one different 
• couples who are on a comfortable plateau and wonder if things could even be 

better 
• couples who can’t communicate without fighting 
• couples who feel hopeless about their future and  
• couples who are ready to throw in the towel 

The RCA Basic text states that, “RCA is first and foremost a Twelve-Step program. 
Working the Twelve Steps of RCA together, as a couple, offers a unique recovery 
experience. This process opens doors to both individual and couple 
recovery.” (Recovering Couples Anonymous – 4th Edition Basic Text p.13) 
If you would like to “work” the steps and: 

• have some support in how to do that 
• have an idea of how to do that, but would like the love and support of like-minded 

couples 
• hear how other couples have worked the steps and what they have learned about 

themselves, each other and the process 
• set up a schedule  
• support other couples by sharing your ESH (experience, strength and hope) 

Please join the Monthly Phone-in Step Study on the third Sunday of each month 
(except July and August). 

The next Monthly Phone-in Step Study meeting is September 18, 2016. The couple 
speakers will be sharing about their ESH regarding Steps 6 and 7. If you have never 
joined this meeting before, do not let the Steps 6 & 7 focus discourage you. Those of 
us who have worked the steps a number of times know that there is much to learn and 
each time we hear sharing on specific steps, we learn something new.   

Note that we will be starting the Steps again, with Step 1 on January 15, 2017.  

If you have not attended the Monthly Phone-in Step Study,  

Anny and Ross 



(4) An idea to improve the communication of RCA 
groups 
In partnership with some geographic cluster of perhaps 12-15 local recovery 
meetings, WSO in a test co-creates a service entity to build unity among those 
regional groups and help carry the RCA message in their communities.  And 
critically, this regional service entity increases participation in Fellowship 
guidance and direction of RCA’s Board of Trustees.  
  
The future of RCA may well depend upon attracting and developing the lively 
operation of a Fellowship-wide service structure allowing the collective voice of 
RCA members and groups to guide and direct our principal service board.  This 
regional test is a step in that direction. 
  
From RCA’s lived experience of nearly three decades, in practical terms such 
unity and strength of realized purpose have not been achieved through the 
current service structure.     Today (in the U.S. and Canada) RCA consists 
essentially of a number of isolated, scattered groups plus a Board, with a 
detrimentally considerable service void in between.  Few local inter-groups have 
been attempted, and no local central offices. Compared to 12-Step 
organizations with an active, robust service structure, in RCA when there is only 
one meeting in a city this lone group may find little opportunity to share 
information with any other group about how their individual meetings are doing 
and how to help each other find solutions to any common problems they may 
be having. 
  
Individual meetings themselves are the heart of the RCA way of recovery -- one 
recovering couple helping another.   Individual groups may choose to conduct 
business meetings regarding various matters related just to their own group, but 
the local focus remains coupleship recovery through face-to-face support, steps, 
and tools.  From time to time, some groups choose to organize a recovery event 
or social activity.   Occasionally a local meeting grows larger and sprouts a new 
group.   
  
With WSO’s active initiative, groups in this “test” region can combine their 
guidance and resources so that each of them can function more effectively and 
all – together -- can carry the message farther.    To build regionally some of the 



unity and camaraderie that exists already in their separate local meetings, these 
regional groups provide representatives who meet periodically via 
videoconferencing.   Thus each separate group avoids being over-taxed – not 
struggling to perform community/region 12-Step service, while at the same time 
attending to its primary “group” purpose of recovery for its own local members. 
  
Collectively, representatives who meet regionally (perhaps just individual 
RCAers, not couples) will focus on activities such as weekend retreats, Unity 
Days, and service assemblies.   Regional nominations to the Board of Trustees 
may be considered.   Meeting lists, speaker bureaus, regional step studies, 
sponsorship, service workshops – any and all are aided by the area’s website / 
webpage and videoconferencing tools as co-developed with WSO.     In turn, 
multiple-group needs, wants and concerns are discussed regionally and 
provided for consideration by WSO and the Fellowship as a whole.   
  
Critical to RCA’s future, an appealing, hopeful atmosphere is developed of 
regional-local group responsibility and robust service participation that serves 
our Fellowship and its primary purpose well. 


